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I ha7e essayed la the pages timt follow an up*to* 
date and realistic estimate of the libraries and their 
©ervices in the USSfi* It has beea my endeavour to describe 
the functioning of these libraries and their place in -teie 
Soviet cultural system* I have also attempted to highlight 
the local colour which these instltutions have assuoad in 
the Soviet enviroaiaent under the impact of Communist 
political philosophy. In eateriisg upon this task I had 
no preoonoeived theories to prove or disprove, for it has 
been my consistmt mdeavoua? to interpret such -foeories 
in the li^t of available faets and figures* While this 
presentation is largely descj^ iptive I htsve triad to avoid 
a mere meehanlcal registration of data which might Jiave 
placed it otherwise in a wrong pe:epe.otive« X have^ 
therefore, made an analytical approach in order to 
refrain from forming of a naive opinion that the soviet 
libraries are of a regional variety — a view which is 
quite remote from reality* On the other haad it would be 
equally fallacious to regard soviet libraries exclusively 
as instruments of indoctrination and to overlook the 
significant part they play in the Soviet educational process 
and the|potentialities as media of improving sclentifio 
knowledge and technical know-how. 
It may be mentioned that this study is based on 
articles from periodicals and books dating from 1948 to 
the present day* 
I owe a deep sense of gratitude to Mrs* V.£:« 
Sunder am whose unfailing help and guidance enabled me to 
see through this difficult task from i^as first t®ntative 
notes to the completion of the manuscript. Besides 
being a vital source of Inspiraticai, Mrs, sunderam proved 
to be a most devoted and a conselenclous guide in the 
preparation and orgaaization of this work. 
My thanks are also due to Mrs. M*M# Kanbttr for 
H i 
h9V Taluable 0Bist&n.<se in tfc© classification of tH© 
bibliography." 
Til© responsibility of errorc of fact or inter-
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Ecclesiastical institutions were Russia*s 
oldest and most significant depositories of chronicles 
and codices. The libr^y of the Sofia Cathedral in 
Kiev is said to have been founded in 1037. !Ehe reign 
of Peter I witnessed the modest beginning of secular 
libraries. Catherine II acquired several Russian and 
foreign libraries and laid the foundations for the 
.library of the Hermitage Museum. A genuine upsurge 
in the development of modem libraries in Russia took 
place in the 19th century^ * learist Russia in 1914 
had 13,876 public (or Ilass) libraries with approxi-
mately 9t440,000 books. Since the revolution of 1917 
econojcic condition went hand in hand with cultural 
development. The struggle against illiteracy was 
coupled with the introduction of written languages 
for over 40 nationalities, the building of schools, 
the training of teachers, the extension of library 
services, and the publication of books. Between 1918 
and 1956 more than 1,328,000 books in 19*300 million 
copies were issued in the country. By 1940 the number 
of public libraries has risen to soiae 95*000 with 
184,767,200 volumes^. The Second tforld(tf^held up 
and threw back the pace of progress, 43*000 libraries 
were reduced Tin ruinS} over one million volumes were 
destroyed. In 1945 only 38,600 public libraries with 
u^st under 100 million books were left. After the War 
the restoration once again went apace* The five year 
plans for 1946-1956 stipulated that the pre-War level 
should be surpassed. By 1957 a total of 144*300 
public libraries with an overall figure of 652,687*000 
1. Encyclopedia Americana, 7. 17, p. 353. 
2. T. Dreirs Win the world with libraries. Lib. J. 
V. 86, Jan. 15* 1961; p. 202-3. 
volumes had been reacliea. At present (1959) there are 
some 394*000 libraries of all types, containing 1,500 
million volumes, la 1956 these lilararies had 734 
feooks for every 100 inhabitants of the USSa^, 
1* W»W. Gottliebs Some facts about Russian libraries 
liib* a« no. 130, Summer, 1959$ P« 98-101. 
CE^ iJija II 
SmiBT GQmS£'£ Oi mBU&BlASmi^ 
As «arlj as 1913 leaia reaarked, "fla© gloa^ y 
and the prido of a public library does not depaid 
upon th© number of its rare books, 16th oenti^ 
editions or 10th century manuscripts(lei^ ''on how 
'widely books are oiroulated among the p^ple, how 
many new readers are enrolled, how rapidly book 
requests are filled, how isany books are borrowed, 
and how many children become interested in reading 
books and using libraries". 
To that concept of the library, ienin added 
another element in his thinking* the role of the 
library in Co^^anlst indoctrination. In 1918, as 
Chairman of the Council of Peoples* C03iiDii8sar&, he 
ordered the confiscation of private and public lib-
raries in the SSfSR^  and their transfer to state 
custody. In anf^ adre^ y delivered in the following 
year to the Pirst Ail-Hussian Conference on Adult 
Bducation he postulated that work be cosBmenced 
toimrd establishing m organized network of lib-
raries ... no parallel organization should be created, 
and there should be only one planned organization. 
"library science and practices as they have 
evolved under Soviet rule differ vastly from tradi-
tional concepts. Man*s unrestricted right to know-
ledge is denied in the USSR, and only such knowle^a 
is made accessible as is found compatible with insti-
tutionalized ideology and official purposes. Lib-
raries are often referred to in Coamunist parlance 
as ideological "weapons*. lEhey are an exclusive 
domain of the government and, in particular of th® 
1. Russian soviet Federaled Socialist Republic. 
CdisBiunist Barty wtoieli, sinoe the tlises of Iifinin, has 
formulated and regulated th^t ideological and practleal 
aspsots of library work. By definition, libraries in 
USSR are called upon to disseminate governmental and 
party doctrines and to promote actively the political, 
cultural, scientific and teohnolegioal objectives of 
the state. In the furtherance of these aims govern-
ment and party have giv^ close attention to the 
development and expansion of libraries, fully utiliz-
ing them as instruments of indoctrination* Publish-
ing in the USSE and the import of foreign matter are 
under the strict control of state and party agencies* 
"Undesirable® materials are segregated in restricted 
custodial areas 
1. aacyclopedia Americana. V. 17, p. 353. 
QMSTm III 
fBM IiSaAIi BEFOSIS COi^ X Sl^IBM 
In 1783 tiid si^ r^ess of Bussia direotdd that 
"otid oopy of every Ibook published by any atate ov 
private printing eatablislusent be deposited with the 
:&ibrary of the XmperiaX St* Petersburg Aoadesgr o^ 
Scienees"* That procedure ie now knoim in the USSE 
as the legal deposit system. Among the early legis-
lation of the soviet rulers were two deorees issued 
on June 30 and August 3# 1920, deolaring the biblio-
graphic registration of publieations a prerogative 
of the state and charging the newly-established 
Bussian Central Book Chamber with the collection of 
a specified nimber of copies of all new publications 
and their distribution to leading libraries of the 
BSfSE* In subseQueaat years, this deposit ^stem 
gradually was expanded* In 1935 this system got its 
new nams All-Union Book Chamber. details of 
delivezy quotas of new-printed materials» to the 
All-Union Book Chamber are as followsi 
1* Russian-language materials s 
(a) monographs in editions of more than 500 
copies - upto 41 copies -
editions under 500 copies - upto 12 copies 
(b) Serials in editions of more than 500 
oo^es upto 44 copies 
e^Bions under 500 copies - upto 15 copies 
2« 0^e]|^an Bussian-language materials: 
(a) editions of more than 500 copies - upto 
8 copies 
editions of under 500 copies - upto 7 copies^  
1. Horeokyt Ihe legal deposit copy system and the organs of bibliographic registratioa. his book» Itibraries and bibliographic oaatres •ffie OSSH. Indiana University, 1959, P. 7. 
Jiie All-tJnion Book Qhamet receives eaeli year 
some 8 loillion places of printed loatter in a large 
variety of languages. Of this intake the Book Chaniber 
retains one oopy of each publication for purposes of 
bibliographic registrati^ and preservation in its 
arcOiives and appdrti<»is three full collections to the 
ienin Zthv&ry, tiro to the Jienin^ad Public library, 
and one ea<^ to the fundamental Library of Social 
Sciences in Moscow and l&e library of the USSB Acadeay 
of Sciences in Leningrad* When larger editions permit, 
Edssian-language publications are alloted to the 
principal libraries of the union republics and to 
several university libraries* Finally, some publica-
tions are set aside according to subject groups and 
forwarded to research libraries in line with their 
special!tie.B, !Shus, seventy*nine libraries are 
serviced through this ftoctlon of the A3,l»Union Book 
Chamber^  t 
1. S* Eoharkovi Copyright deposit and related services t th© All-tFnion Book Chamber of the ^ SSH. TJnesco Bui, for libs.. V« 11, Jan* 1957> P» 2-4« 
CHAPm 17 
liXBBABZ SESWOBKS 
la the USSH, libraries are integrated into 
aetworks of large aumber of libraries performing 
identical or analogous tasks or servicing certain 
groups of the populatioiu Moinistratively, at the 
head of these networltB are central goremmenteCL or 
quasi'governiBental. agencies i^ich are responsible for 
administering, staffing, and financing their library 
networks in keeping with current legal regulations 
and the provisions of the State Plan* Within library 
networks the central, and usually largest, library 
is assigned a place of leadership and guidance 
concerning the prograjames of the coH^onent libraries. 
For purpose of a shemtic presentation, 
Soviet libraries can be divided into mass (general) 
libraries and special libraries^ . 
1. Mass libraries are those general libraries for 
the reading public which '*have eollections in 
all branches of knowledge and serve broad 
groups of the people, Shey assist in political 
enlightenment, the cultural growth of the people, 
and help to raise the level of edueatlon of 
various types of reefers Shey are open to 
all». In particular they includes 
(a) the ienin Mbrary in Moscow, the Leningrad 
Public Library, and the network of adults* 
and children's libraries, i«iioh are under 
the direct control of the cultural branches 
of government on the corresponding adminis-
trative-territorial levels, and under the 
ultimate jurisdiction of the USSR Ministry of Culture (see chart) 
1. ftJ. Whitley* libraries and bibliographical 
projects in the Communist bloc. Lib, Q> 28, 
Oct, t958, p. 2 n-94. 
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Ct>) 01lBQi; lv9 farm llbsrariee 
(o) libraries of state farms and eimllar agri-
cultural establlshmentB* 
(d) trade-ualon libraries. 
2« Special libraries are for speeifie groups of 
readers or branohes of loiowled^ * Sbiey includes 
(a) S^tems of soieace md tecbnieal libraries, 
inolvAtng m&iQBX ebd military» under 
diverse Jurisdictions suoJi as USSE «r 
republic ministries and other governmental 
agencies* 
(b) libraries of educational establisiuaffiits 
(1) libraries of M^er educational insti«> 
tutions sucb. as universities and 
polytecbPQioal institutes, pedagogical 
institutes, and a multiplicity of 
specialized sdliool and institutes* 
(ii) libraries of semi«professional tedi« 
nical schools (teMmikums) trade and 
vocational schools 
(iii) libraries of elementary aotd secondary 
schools 
(e) the networks of the USSB Aoadeay of Sciences 
and of aoademies of scl^ces in the union 
republics 
(d) special libraries in the humanities and in 
socio-political literature. 
fo coordinate the library activities of these 
networks a Central Council of Mbrary Guidance was 
established in 1955 as an advisory body of ^ e Main 
Administration of Cultural and Educational Bstablish-
ments of the USSE Ministry of Culture. Among its 33 
members who are assigned to the Council's five sec-
tions are irepresentatives of the Ministries of 
oultmaf® of the QSSR aad ESfSa> the All*Unlon Central 
Srade Union the Hain Bolitioal Administration of the 
USSR Hinistry of Defence, the Moscow State Institute 
of Iiibrarianship, library supply agencies, the Hoseoif 
Hmiaipal Bureau, of Mbrary Guldanee, and of seven 
libraries belonging to different networks^. 
P*X» Horecky: Mbraiy networks and collections. In his bookt Iiibraries and bibliographic 
centers in the UiiSBt Indiana University^  1959, p*16. 
GHASIDSR y 
aSNBRAI. LIBSARISS 
t. ThB Lenin S1;ate Library of the tfSSH (Hosqow) 
211® 2.©nln Lltjrary origiaatedl in iSie personal 
library of Kioolai Petrovioii Rumyantsev, whlcii was 
opened to tlie public in Moscow in 1862, She library 
expanded at a remarkable speed so that in 1917 it 
had amassed one-million voluxass^  and in 1925 it was 
given its present name and elevated to the position 
of central library of the soviet Union^• In addition 
to being the library centre of the USSR, it is the 
aatiaaal repository for publi©«itions, saauscriptsj a 
centre for the ooapilation of bibliogr^hies of 
rGCOcmeaded reading? and a,n all-unioa research Insti-
tution in the fields of library science, bibliography* 
and the history of books. It ia not only the leading 
library of the Soviet Union but also one of the 
world's largest repositories of publications and 
manuscripts. 
Unofficial statistics available, place the 
library's oollectioni 
in 1862 — ,1 million volumes^ 
in 1917 — 1 ffiillion voluaee 
in 1941 — 10*6 million volumes^ 
in 1951 — million volumes^ la 1952 adllion volumes 
(125 miles of bookshelves)^  
1, lenin state Library of the USSR. Indian libn^  V, 11, March 1957, p, 160-2, 2, Ibid» 
3, Ibid. 4, Encyclopedia Americana, V, 17, p. 353. 
5, Eussian Librarj,es» l»ib, of Cong. Inf. Ball. 
V. 12. April 1953» P. 8-TO. 
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in 1956 — 19 million voltmes^  
in 1957 19.8 niillion volumes^ 
In 1958 — 20 million volumes 
(156 miles of booJcshelves)^  
in 1962 — 22,5 million volume®^ 
A uaijor factor in the ll^ brary's rapid growth 
is the fact that it was alrsadj a depository library 
in fsarist Russia and under Soviet rule continued to 
receive complete depository sets. Bue to expanding 
oollections and operations^  the original building, 
known as HusQrantsev Husetm, became inadequate* As 
a re stilt five new wings have been added, and tiie 
library's buildings now occupy on entire block in the 
centre of Moscow; floor space totals 753,000 sqare 
feet. 
Following the Soviet pattern of library 
practice, there are official catalogues reflecting 
the library's holdings as complete as possible, and 
selective public catalo^es^. 
In addition to the main reading room, eleven 
separate reading rooms are there to accommodate 
readers in different branches of knowledge* Service 
hotzrs for sost reading rooms are from 9 to 
11 P.M. daily except for the last day of the month 
which is cleaning day^, 
!Ehe regular delivery time is between one and 
a half to two hours; argent requests are filled in 
thirty to forty minutes. Advance reservations for 
reading material can be made by telephone* 
1* P.L. Horeckys The State I<enin Library of the USSR, fc his books Xibraries and bibliographic centres in the Soviet Onion* Indiana University 1959» p*83* 2. Ibid. p. 84 
3. W.W. Gottlieb: Some facts about Russian libraries, Itib. R. no. 130, Summer 1959» p. 98*101. 4. !£he world of learning. 1962-63 13th edn, 1963 • p.1041 5. M. FutrellJ Banned books in the ienln library, Xib, R. no, 131, Autumn 1959* p. 184-86. 6* ilbrary organization in the soviet Union. Ifaesoo Bgl for libs. V, 8, 1954, p. B53«B55. 
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fhe library's orgai3.1sstl02aal apparatus is 
composed of seventeen laa^ or library units and eleven 
service units wJiioh employ a staff of nearly 2,000» 
Bareau of Library Guidance and Beaearch (established 
in 1950), whose six sections ec^ loy a staff of over 
forty, studies domestic and foreign developments in 
major branches of library tlieory and practice for 
promotion of greater efficiency of techniques* Bie 
Bureau distributes bibliographies on. libraiy science 
and renders consultative services to libraries* 
fieference and bibliographic services at the 
lenin Mbrary are assigned to three divisions with 
the following responsibilities: 
1, the Beference and Information divisions which 
ea^loys a staff of 140, is in-charge of the 
library's central services and of the services 
rendered by the reference desks of specialised 
units* fhe Division's responsibilities include 
the preparation of an accession list of foreign 
books, trade, and technical catalogues, which 
appears in three series every ten days, 
2, the Division for Bibliographies of Recocmended 
Beading annually prepares soxae fifty selected 
bibliographies, some of which are circulated in 
editions of 10,000 to 30,000 copies* Having a 
staff of sixty-six, the division is subdivided 
into six broad subject groups - social sciences, 
natural sciences, belles-letters, engineering, 
children's literature, and the arts. 
3* other bibliographic compilations are prepared in 
the Division of Bibliographic Publications* Other 
major bibliographic undertakings include the 
second edition of a bibliography of Russian(bib» 
(lio^aphi^ and bibliographic dictionaries* 
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2o rotiad out tli« deeos'lptlcai of library's 
activities aention siiould be made of its braaohes at 
the Iiilsiiaohdv Autoaobil® Works and in the Sokol*niki 
fark of Culture and Reefeatioa and of the Chekhov 
Mttsoam In lalta, i^ioh Is administered by the library'^ . 
(Ifm^u^^l 
fhe Imperial Public library, founded in 1795 
<md op^ed to the general public under that naiae In 
1814, has grown into one of the World^s great repo-
sitories of printed jaatter. In 1932 it was renamed 
for the Russian satirist, s&tltykov*>8£i^ edrint and 
on its 125th anniversary as a public library• In 
1939 it was decorated with the order of the fied 
Banner* Eaving been since 1811 a depository library, 
it has astassed rich coUeotlons amounting to 12 mllllonf 
As an •open'-to-all* library* including Child-
ren of school age, the library covers a wide range of 
knowledge in a variety of materials* Officially it 
is tOie state library of the BStSE and as such Is In 
direct subordlnatlCQi to the BStSE Ministry of Culture* 
lo carry out its alms, the libraiy 
(a) olrculates in reading rooms the printed laatter, 
microfilms, manuscripts etc. available in its 
collections* Requested material whldi is not 
available in the llbraiy is borrowed from other 
libraries for usej 
(b) assists readers in book selection by organizing 
book displays etc. answers bibliographic inquir* 
les from institutions sai readers in all branches 
of knowledge; 
1. l.L. Horeckys General libraries. In his book» Iiibraries and bibliographic centres in the soviet Dhion, Indiana University, 1959? p« 83-111• 2. Barasenkovs Saltykov-Shchedrin State Public Xibrary, leningrade* Unesco Bull* for I>lbs. V« 11 pebruaryMaroh I95t» p. 32-35. 
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(e) collects and stores priiated matter of the peoples 
of the USSH as well as maauscripts and documents 
to the greatest possible extent? exchanges publi* 
cations with other libraries using its duplicates 
for this purposes 
(d) provides official catalogues and bibliographic 
tti^^d .filesi does research and publi^es manuals 
in the fields of book history, library science, 
and bibliography? arranges sale of its publica-
tions through book-trade organizationsj 
(e) tm. payment, mi^^film, translations, mimeographs 
of printed matter and manuscripts, are supplied 
to the institutions and individuals^ . 
In 1956 the library had a staff of 1,158, of 
whom 895 are engaged in library work and 263 ia adminis-
trative activities, ser^^^s to readers are given in 
a variety of reading rooms (13 in number) with a total 
seating capacity of about 2,100. According to Soviet 
practice there are separate reading rooms for differ-
ent subjects, Reading rooms are open to readers 
about 17 years of age, and who produce the identifica-
tion and the Soviet library card, for readers below 
17 years there is the reading room of laie Bepartment 
of Children's and Juvenile iiterati^e. All reading o rooms open from 9»00 to 23#00 hours , 
3* Mass libraries 
Of all library systems/in the USSR, the mass 
or public libraries reach by for the largest segxaent 
1. P.I<. ficreckys stature of the Leningrad Public Library. In his book: Libraries and bibliogra-phic centres in the Soviet Union. Indiana University, 1959• P. 226-229. 
Union. Indiana University. 1959, P. 83-111• 
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of adult readers and hence are assigned an active role 
ia official eduoatioa and propaganda programmes^  
(a) Mass liibraries for Adulte 
The largest slagle gromp of sjaes libraries is 
under the control of ministries of culture of indivi-I 
dual repabllO0* Th& stinistries, in turn, aze under 
the dual jurisdiction of the USSR Ministry of Ciilture 
and the Repuhlic Council of Ministers, In 1955 Idle 
total capital for their maintenance was 1,136 adllion 
roubles^  iJssentially, it c ^ be said that these 
libraries operate on several different levels and 
are diarected by the cultural branch of the correspon-
ding level of state govea^ ment^ . Dependliag on the 
administrative unit which these libraries serve, they 
are termed state or union*republic, province, district 
and city, or village libraries In descending order 
of iB^ortanoe, At^dae top of the pyraxaid there are 
a few libraries wilh large collections. Conversely, 
at the base of the pyraisid there is a multitude of 
-Village libraries with an average of a little over 
3,000 holdings^. 
State (republic) libraries, usually situated 
in the capitals of the union republics, combine the 
functions of research and public libraries. Since 
they receive all-union and republic legal deposit 
copies they often possess more thsua one-million units, 
fhey have sections for "library guidance* which eonq?lle 
and circulate to other masa libraries in the union 
republic aids for acquisitions, reference and biblio-
graphic work, and render on-the-spot assistance to 
local libraries throu|^ ^ guidance specialists*. 
1, See diagram. 2. Sharmaj Public library system of ihe S^Sfi. Herald of Mb. So. V. 1. Jan. 1962, p. 21-2T: 
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A few examples of tJaese libraries! 
1) asie State Public Library in Kiev - (founded in 
1866, 350,000 items) has been receiving single 
legal deposit copies since 1954* 
ii) lEhe V.G. Korolenko State Libraiy in Eiiarkov -
(establisiied in 1386, 3 million items) 
iwceives since 1932 two deposit copies* 
iii) The A»M,Gorkil State library in Odessa * 
(2 millicn items) receives a free and a paid 
depository set in most categories, 
iv) !Eiae H.G. Chemysl^vskii state Public library 
in Frunze - (2 million items) reoeivq^legal 
deposit copy since t937» 
v) fhe Pirdousi State Public library in Stalin-
abad r (established 1933* more than one-million 
items - mainly oriental holdings) it maintains 
a 35»000 - unit branch library at the Stalin-
abad textile mills, 
vi) The Karl Marx library in Tbilisi - (2 million 
items) 
Tii) The Havoi Public library of the Uzbek SSH 
in Tashkent (t.5 million items) 
viii) The A.S. Pushkin library in Alma-Ata - (over 
1.2 million items) 
ix) The M.P, Akhundov Central Public library in 
Baku (2 million items) 
x) The Miasnikian State Public libraiy in Erevan 
(3 million items). 
At the administrative level just below the 
union-republics are the libraries of the provinces, 
territories, and autonomous republics. Organizatio-
nally they are responsible to the cultural organs of 
these administrative units, and they, too, function 
as general and research libraries, collect ihe local 
17 
printed output, aad give guidance to the libraries in 
their administrative area, 
!Ehe S.A, Nekrasov Central Municipal Public 
library, for example» serves as the central library 
both for the city and Province of Moscow * (306,000 
units) and subscribes 35 newspapers and 276 ^ ouraals^ . 
On the level below the provinces are city 
libraries md district libraries, the latter in the 
administrative centres of districts. One of the 
largest library of this type is the Maiakovskii 
Central Municipal library in Iieningrad - (355#000 
units, one-fifth in foreign languages). 
District libraries with collections upto 
6,000 voluaes have a head librarian, and an assistant; 
if their collectiori exceeds 6,000 volujses, a special 
reading room staffed by a children's librarian may be 
added. 
Official statistics disclose a variety of 
data about m^s libraries under the USSH Ministry of 
Culture Circulation Figures for Independent Mass 
libraries of the USSfi Ministry of Culture in 1955 
library Average So. of Units Circula- Average No, of Units Availa-
Total independent libraries under the USSR Ministry of Culture. 18.t 9.6 
Province, territory, and republic libraries 27.1 24.5 
District libraries 17.3 8.8 
City libraries 22.7 7.7 
Village libraries 14.0 9*9 
ChiIdren * s li brarie s 22.0 8.4 
1* Ibid, 
IS 
(b) Children*s i&ass Libraries 
Th© voliiffi© of children's libraries is suggested 
by iihe fact that Leningrad has sixteoi and Kharkov has 
,31 libraries, in addition tlnere are juvenile sections 
at adult mass libraries in the form of reserved shelves. 
According to USSR Ministry of Cultaret these litoraries 
are expected to "elevateideologioal level of work 
•with children and to teach»Vpromote, and inculoate 
progressive methods" to this end^TX- "t:U ^  
Children's libraries are usually in the main 
adult libraries, providing for pre-school age, 1st to 
8th grade, to 16 years of age, not attending school? 
and are devoted to specific goals according to the 
current Russian philosophy of education^ . 
The aotivities of cliildrea's libraries is 
given over to encouraging interest in science and 
technical aotivities, prograiEmes and devices such as 
story hours etc. These programmes are centred oa 
•themes like "the Great Lenin" etcl Great eniphasis 
is given in these libraries on the Comaiunist education 
of the younger generation of Ruasia^. 
(c) Rural Libraries 
About 80;^  of the 147.000 mass libraries and 
more than of their aggregate holdings are now 
located in rural areds (inhabited). Rural libraries 
are harnessed to the political and economic objectives 
1. A. lihrenkovas Ii^ roving the work-standard of district children*B librariesJ Bibliotekar. Ho, 9 1957, p. 25. 2. G, Alkseniss soviet Russian Children's libraries Lib> Q, V, 32, Oct. 1962, p.287-301. 
3. S. Lyub'mova: 200 million books for Soviet Children. Indian Ljbn. ¥. 13» Sept. 1960, p.68-70 4. H.Medvedeva? Library Service to Rasslai Children, Library Journal. ?,86, Sept. 15, 1961,
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of the government. A leading role in servicing the 
rural population is plsjed by sfflall-sized mass lib-
raries of the USSR Ministry of culture* In addition 
there are state fara and collective farm libraries. 
Village libraries are under the immediate influsnoe 
of looal party organizations. If a village library 
is available in tho locality, eolleotive farms are 
not periaitted to establish their own libraries bnt 
thejr give financial support to existing library, 
Dhe soviet government have arranged fomr different 
methods of approach to serve the scattered population 
in remote and isolated areas by postal loan, book 
boxes, book carri(^ and vehicular libraries. All 
these soheia^  of book distribution to isolated popu«-
lations are^  entirely free. As a special incentive 
the most efflciont rural libraries are selected to 
display their techniques at th»j annual All-Union 
Agricultural Exhibition in I^ oscow^ . 
(d) Irade*Union Libraries 
This network of 21,801 libraries, (1956) is 
managed and supported by the trade^ jSion organization. 
These libraries serve the trade-union member^ip either 
at plants and factories m at so-called workers* clubs. 
Typical trade-union libraries have slightly more than 
5,000 items, occupy one room and employ one or two 
librarians. One of the largest library of this type 
is that of the All-Union Central Trade-Union Council 
in Moscow - (founded 1921 and 500,000 holdings). 
Other trade-union libraries in Moscow include: 
i) Reading Room of the Gorkii Trade-Union 
Centre (founded 1918 and 100,000 units) 
ii) iibrary of the Mkhachev Automobile Works 
(350.000 units). 
1, J, firth: Country library system in the U^ sSS. Lib. Assoc, Record, V. 55, July 1953, p.216-18, 
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ajhe leading position among trade-union 
libraries in the U3SE is held by the library of the 
Vyborg Ho«se of Guitar® in Leningrad, It has three 
service sections for its 10,000 readers. In the 
reading room current publications on topics such as 
"Mechanization and Automation of Industry* stc, are 
displayed in cardboard containers, as a matter of 
routine, the library compiles lists of accessions 
and selected references^. 
***** 
1. P.L* Horecky: General libraries. In his book» 
iibrarios and bibliographic centres in the soviet 
union. Indiana Univerfcl ty, 1959, P* 107-109* 
CHAPIBR VI 
SCIBETI^ IG M 3 IDECEKICAX MBRABIilS 
1, The State Soienea Xi'brary (Moaoow) 
Thia Llbraiy in Moscow Is one of the most 
Important and largest scientific aaad teciinical lib-
raries and bibl1.ogr£3)hic centres ia the USbfi, its 
activities centre on aiding Soviet industry and 
science to exploit practical advances of world 
science and engineering. Established in 1918, is 
now nnder the jurisdiction of the USSE Ministry of 
Higher Educationj possesses holdings of over 
3,400,000 imits; and employe a staff of over 170, 
Its branch establishments are scattered in 13 prin-
cipal industrial areas, 
The library's principal functions are 
reference, bibliographic, and abstracting services 
which are perforated primarily for engineering and 
scientific departments of industrial, research, and 
educational establishments* About 12,000 abstracts 
of current domestic and foreign literature on tech-
nology are prepared during each montiis annotated 
bibliographies of current technical literature are 
compiled; mintains a bureau in Leningrad which is 
responsible for guiding and instructing the staffs 
of more than 500 technical and scientific libraries^ * 
2, !ghe Central Polytechnical Library 
This library is housed in the Polytechnical 
Huseuffi in Moscow (founded in 1864, holdings 2 million)• 
The Library*s reference and bibliography division has 
three sectionsJ a reference bureau, helping in selec* 
ting books; a section on history of sciencc and 
1. Horecky: Science and technical libraries* In his bocki Libraries aad bibliogr^hic centres in tne soviet tJnion. Indiana University. 1959, p. 113-116. 
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teclmolo^l^and a seotioc for bibllograpiaies of 
reeoamended reading. An interesting subscript!oaa 
service offers to institutional subscribers lists 
of bibliographic references on matters which ordi-
narily would not be treated in specialised litera-
ture but are neverth&lsBS relevent to the field cf 
specialization, fhe Library m^es available to 
otner technical libraries the benefit of its 
experience in servicing tecimical literature^ . 
3# Paotory libraries 
The factory library Is attached to a plant, 
under the charge of the chief engineer of the tech-
nical division, Kie task of such libraries is bring-
ing information cm. technical progress to the produc-
tion units. These libraries cooperate in raising 
the ideological and political standards of workers 
of engineering plants, in improving their productive 
skills, in fulfilling the produc1j|pi plan, and in 
introducing labour saving device^ 
4* Medical Libraries 
According to latest available Soviet sources 
there are more taaan 400 large medioal libraries 
affiliated with fixe USSR Mniatry of Sealth (holdings 
20 million). In addition to the State Central 
Medical Research library in Moscow, there are 15 
republic and 57 province laedical libraries, 88 
libraries of institutes of jeedlcal training and 24l 
libraries of aedical science research Instltutesi 
331© State Centra.1 library of Medical Science 
(established 1919• holdings over a million) receives 
1, Ibid, p. 116-117. 2. Ibid, p, 120* 
a copy of all soviet medioal publicatioas. It is 
a centre for medical information and bibliography 
and is responsible for medical libraries throu^-
out the USSa^. 
Since 1947 the State Central Medical Research 
Library has a section which offers reference, trans-
lation, and bibliographical services. The Library 
also compiles current and retrospective subject 
bibliographies. Another establishment engaged in 
medioal library service and bibliography is the 2 Aeademy of Medioal Scieaees in Moeecw . 
1, Medical libraries in the USSR, gnesco Big, for 
Libraries. Y. 12. February t958» P» 41-42. 2. P.jL, Horeckyi rjcieace and toohnioal libraries op, cit. p. 112..124* 
C H ^ m vix 
ACADEMIC LIBBAEIES 
1. Sohoel Llbrayles 
In 1954 there were 192,568 libraries atta-
ched to elementary and secondary schools, tec^nijal 
schools, smd vocational schools, having total 
ings of 280,467»000 units. These libraries are admi-
nistered by local branches of ministries of ediicatic® 
^ ^ c fore of catalogue is classified, in broad 
sabject groups, «c3oordiag to liecimal ^ assification 
adjusted to the reqvireaente of school libraries* 
Primaa^ '- school libraries are attended by one 
teacher who is paid for this extra duty. Secondary 
schools employ full-time librarians* !Ihese libra-
ries service the teachers with eduoatitasal aids, 
advise pupils in reading, instriict students 
in using reference tools, aiwl organize group reading 
and other library activities^ » 
2, Libraries of Institutes of filler Mucation 
Ihere are about 760 libraries of filler 
Education institutions, and their services differ 
vastly in scope, She following table shows the 
number of such libraries according to sise of 
collections^ 
1, P.l^ , Horecky: Libraries afc educationf^ estab-lishnents. In hl& book; Libraries and biblio-graphic centres in the Soviet Union. Indiana University. 1959» P. 125-132. 2. Ibid, 
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Collections ( in imits ) 5 Ho, of ;i*ibrarie8 ?67oent of lotal 
Wpto 25,000 200 26 
from 25,001 to 50,000 162 21 
From 50,001 to 100,000 204 27 
From 100,001 to 500,000 176 23 
Over 500,000 18 3 
Total 760 100 
Organisational structure said aotivities of 
libraries of institutions of hi^er learning are 
defined by uniform official regulations. 3Si© 
aeti7ities of the library includess 
(a) Arrangement of its collections according to the 
type of educational institution and ib.© curri-
cuJiua for research, etc, 
(b) Gla&sification and storing of research re^rts, 
material of scistifle conferences* the annual 
reports of institutions of higher education, 
and dissertations submitted for degrees* 
(o) Processing of books (alphabetical sead classi* 
fied catalogues, etc,)* 
(d) iDo coordinate the bibliographic activities of 
different Institutions of higher education, 
(e) To lend material to the faoulty, students 
for use at home, and in reading rooms etc, 




To organise reference ^ braries in labora* 
tories ^ d students dormitories, 
TO provide referaioe and bibliographic services, 
making use of central library bibliographies. 
To organize readers* conferences and library 
tours. 
(5) f® aeqaainl; readers with tlie priaeiples of 
oatalogulng and use of oatalogaes, and Tetmtmioe 
(k) 10 arrange f©r advaaoed training of library 
persmel. 
mm* TAMM QW QMAMIUTIQ^ 
WOR m S 3TAWFS m 2>IBBABX£S 0I» 
ISSfXfUflClS Of BlOfiia I^EA^ISg OS . fEl MISISfM OF HIGHBB SDlJCAEtOB Of 3CHB m s * 
name of Position 
Sumber of Beadara , 
upto 550t • II ,001-n ,501-12,001-?2,50t« 
aPQ lliW ftiW jaiOQO i^ tflPQ jltOPQ 
Ohief 1 Mbrariani t t I 1 1 1 1 
Division t Chief 1 1 2 2 
Senior S ilbrariaaj 1 1 5 2 3 5 6 
IiibrarlaBt t t 
, ^ 
2 3 1 ^ 
t 1 
1 9 11 
iegal deposit sets are received by the 
Universities of Irkutsk, Easan, 2«eningrad, Moscow, 
Saratov, and Toissk. 
Some tiaiversity libraries have introdaoed 
special orientation courses in bibliography 
reported that as a result of these ooiorses th^ ' use 
of bibliographies by students has increased sfaarply» 
Soaae university libraries have recently started. 
dissemination of Infomation asiong students about 
new domestic and, in particular, foreign accessions« 
University of Moscow circulates 2 aonttily bulletins} 
Xeningrad Air force Engineering Academy and JSavy 
Acadei^ of Ship building and Araaiaents also publish 
n Ibid. 
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aaaotated bulletins in their speoialitiest other 
saoh institutions aire Leningrad Mining Institute and 
Moscow Institute of Building Engineering. 
Some important libraries of hi^er edacatio* 
nal institutions ares Sorkii State Eeseareh Library 
of Loaonosmr State tJnirersity In Moscow (established 
1756, holdings 5#300,000 units)» It has a staff of 
479 and annual accession of 300,000, Its 45 reading 
rooms have 1,900 seats. 
(Jorkii Besearch Library of amdanov state 
Ifoiversity in Lieiingrad (established in 1819, 
holdings 3*500,000 units)* It has a staff of 135« 
Labaohevskii Library of Lenin tlniversity of 
Kazan (established in 1758t holdings 2,500,000 
iroluates which include rare Arabic manuscripts and 
Orientalia)* 
Tibilisi State University Library (holdings 
1,300^ 000 items. 12ie principal university libraries 
of j^ai^^ares the library of Odessa Mechnilcov State 
"University - founded 1817 • collections 1,500,000 
units{ the library of Shevchenko State University 
in Kiev - founded 1834| the Central Eesearch Library 
of the Gorkii State University in iKharkov • founded 
1917 • holdings 1 millionj the Hesearch Libraiy of 
Ivan franko State University in L»vor - establii^ ed 
in 1661 - collections 800,000 items. 
fartu University Libary - established in 
1802 • c©liections 2 million; Viljiius University 
Library has ^ 2100,000 unitsf Lenin Central Asian 
State University Library in Tashkent has 700,000 
units; Ural Polytechnical Institute Library at 
Sverdlovsk has over one sillion units} and the Moscow 
Mining Institute Library has 435 #000 items and subs-
cribes 200 domestic and 200 foreigi Joumalsl 
1. P.L. fioreckys Libraries at educational establish-ments, Ibid. p. 126-13* 
CHAP!ESR VIII 
XIBRABIES Of TBS ASADBM. OF SCIBSCSS 
Th9 USSB Aoadeagr of Soienoes is dlraotly 
subordinate to the USSB Coxiaoil of Mlaistere and is 
responsible for the conduct of applied researoli in 
Baa^ or braaciies of kaowledge. The Aeadei^ y oonsists 
of seven major departments, of which four are in 
natural sciences and three in social sciences and 
humanities* Academy maintains fifteen affilia-
tes througliout the Soviet tJnionl 
!i?he liibrary of the WSSE Aoadeaiy of Sciences 
in Leningrad is one of the country* s largest library 
centres* Founded in tTt4t the Library was made open 
to readers in 1728 as the Library of the Academy. 
Kow the Library's strength rests in natural sciences 
and technology, and its holdings approxisiate 
7t300,000* It is divided into dep€^taents of doBies<* 
tie and foreign acquisitions, processing, classifi-
cation, stacks, reader's searvice, reference* biblio-
gfaphy, and manuscripts etc. Total staff amounts to 
420* 
Members of the Academy and researchers may 
be permitted to use the library* She Library opens 
from 10*00 to 23»00 - It has 5 reading rooms - dup-
licates of books and periodicals are available for 
interlibrary loan. Thesis is a union catalogue of 
entire network of Acades^ libraries, apart from a 
readers* alphabetical and an official classified 
catalogue, and about ten special catalo^es* 
The forei@i exchange department of the Lib-
rary in 1956, maintained active ejEchanges with some 
1. For library systems of the USSR Academy of Sciences and of Union-republic academies see chart. 
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1,750 institations in 82 countries. In 1955 publi-
cations were exchanged with 131 institations in the 
United States. 
!l!he Library of the USSE Academy of Sciences 
and its affiliates sponsor Jnany bibliographic publi-
cations, issued by the Academy's publishing house. 
Soaie of these are; Bibliography of Aoadeay Publica-
tions j Bibliography of mathematics and engineering 
in 3 volumes} and Bibliography of bibliographic 
sources for mathematics and mechanics* 
A large centre In the system of Acade^ 
libraries is the Fundamental library of Social Sci^ices 
in Moscow, It was founded in and became a 
library of the Academy Jjx 1936. It has now 5#300,000 
units, 40^ books and paa^hlets, rest ^ ^periodicals* 
Annual increment in holdings is 150«000 units. - Becen 
^te|.iogr^hies of the Fundaaffintal iibrazy include 
H T 3»ist of publications on Soviet history (2) Soviet 
iinguistics and literature (3) historical survey of 
natural sciences, since 1953 the Library also pub-
lishes collections of abstracts from Chinese writings 
in social sciences^ * 
1. P.L. Horecky: Iiibrary networks of the USSK Academy of Sciences and of the Republic -Acade-mies of Sciffiioes, In his book t op cit., p. 133-141. 
GHAPfSa IX 
m s SfADE PUEI»XO EISa!QElClii 0? 
m e fis^SR (MOSCOW) 
poimded in 19381 tMs library eombines the 
functions ©f a central hietorieal library of the 
BSFSB, a state repository, and a research institute 
of historical Mbliography and library science. It 
has 1,3 million monographs, 800,000 periodicals and 
4 Million newspapers. It has one general reading 
room, three reading rooms on the history of soviet 
government and the Commmiiet Party • for research 
workers, and several public reading rooms^  Beference 
and Bibliographic services are centred in an office 
which ha© 13,000 volumes reference collection. Most 
of the reading rooms are open from 9lOO to 22:45« 
la 1956 there were 31»000 readers, 
She catalogiie is organized aloijg the follo^ ar-
ing lines: one official alphabetical catalogue which 
oca be consulted only with official permission and 
an alphabetical readers* catalogue. The latter is 
divided into 4 parts (1) domestic material (2) foreign 
material (3) Marxist-Ieminist literature (4) abstracts 
of dissertations* !£here is a public classified cata-
logue divided into 24 main categories, 
32ie library's regular publishing programme 
issues a bulletin and a calendar of commemorative 
dates which is distributed to mass libraries free of 
charge. A recent bibliographic monograph is an 
annotated list of Russian bibliographies of Russian 
pre-revolutionary history containing 419 entries, 
Ihe State Historical library operates a 
branch library for pupils of Moscow secondaiy 
schools fiaad a summer librarySfer visitors to the 
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G©rkii Park of Culture aad Recreation^ 
1. P.i. Horeokys Mbraries for the humanities. Social Sciences, and Socio-politioal literature} In his book: op oit,, p. t42-t49. 
CHAPSER X 
AH-UBIOa ilBRARI JPCEBIGH LIffiHAXUEE (MOSCOW) 
JSstablished in 192t, the library now possesses 
2.5 million Items, It is now th,© most popular public 
libraries and the largest centTO of bibliographic 
work on foreign publications J^^ived in the USSfi. 
She library possesses bo<^*and periodicals in 98 
forei^ languages. Every ^ ar it receives over 
100,000 new books and periodicals from a majority of 
the countriea of the world. The number of readers 
reaches 25,000. its books to 
more than t,500 libraries in 336 towns of the Soviet 
Union* Annual lending rtzns into 600*^ 000 items. She 
Idbrary assists those who study or teach foreign 
languages, and carries out research work in annota-
tion and bibliography of books published abroad, 
publishes its own materials and works, gives advice 
to other soviet libraries on the methods of work with 
books in foreign languages, and makes a contribution 
to cultural service by acq,uainting readers with the 
literature, life and culture of foreign countries. 
In I960 the blbllogr^hlc publications of the library 
and materials cai library laethods amounted to 84 
titles^, 
For organizational structure of this library 
see the diagram, v^ o-i. 
1, Margarita Buaominos Moscow's new library of foreign literature, lib. Journal. V. 87, February 15, 1962, p. 712-714. 
CHAFTiia XI 
COHCLUSIGn 
!Efae total picture presented tj this j^ stesi of 
Soviet libraries is a rather strange blend of streng^ 
azi& weakaess. operational ©ffieiency and dynamic aoti.^  
Tity are coiablned xvith btireauoratic ragimfentatioa. Great 
book repOBitcries are laaintained, but within their walls, 
Jb'ri^ less treasures of cultural history are presented 
v;ith great care, the general public is barred from 
certain reading rooms which are reetricted to only privi-
leged and state-sjKictloHsd people* Bibliographic centres 
sponsor publloatloas of impressive scope and quality, but 
at the same time they compile lists of items for expulBloa 
from library ool3aotioas^ # 
J3esp5.te these divergerii: elements* Western visitors 
to the USSR have taken note of the generally wide-spread 
enthusiasm for raadiag» Heading rooms in major study and 
research libraries are well attended, and readers* services 
and facilities compare favourably with those in large 
European libraries, 
Williaffl Benton gives his impressions of a visit 
to the soviet Union in 1958, in these wordst 
•perhaps the most graphic eight I saw in fiussia 
was the Leningrad Mbrary in action ••• at 11:30 one morning 
I found every one of the 200 desks oecupied in the great 
science reading room. 2he silence was absolute, Ihe 
concentrated aseal of the readers was breathtaking* I asked 
my librarian guide, "Are they university students?* He 
answered, "HO, the university has its own library. These 
1, P.L* Horeokyi Libraries and bibliographic centres In 
the Soviet Union* Indisaia University. 1959. p. 151. 
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are wori:ers from the night shifts of th® factories. We 
keep tJae library open at nigiit for tise dayshift workers*! 
A full and far-reauslxing network of liljraries 
covering the Soviet tJnioa is a formidable medium of eduea* 
tion and an instrument for shaping the public opinion^  
With few exceptions, the amount of technical 
equipment in use by these libraries are not impressive* 
although in recent years Soviet authorities have been 
paying increasing attention to this aspect of their 
library system* 13ie defici^cies in esjuipment are probably 
due not to the inability to produce it> but the fact that 
the Soviet economy gives priority to factory building over 
library buildings and to heavy machinery over microfilm 
cameras* 
In sizing up Soviet library and bibliographic 
activities several aspects are worthy, in my opinion, of 
special attenti^i 
1» system of legal deposit copy is an important 
procurement device ahd serves simultaneously as the 
basis for preparing a comprehensive system of national 
bibliographies. 5he various sections of the national 
bibliography, published by the Ali.Uai<ai Book Chamber, 
ranging from 3ttOO to 4,500 copies? 
It is evident that not even one per cent of the Soviet 
libraries get a copy of the national bibliography. 
2. A large number of the principal general research and 
study libraries are actively engaged in the publiaihing 
of current and retrospective bibliographies* 
3* soviet libraries, particularly those specialising in 
science aiid engineering, appear to support the industry 
and scientific research by determined efforts to keep 
t* William Benton 8 Too busy to think? A»I«.A. Ballet in 
Bo. 6, 1958, p. 442. 2. Hcreckys libraries and bibliographic centres 
in the Soviet tJnion, Indiana University. 1959» P» 153. 
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abreast of potential forelga publications aaad to ask© 
them aoeossibl© to users tA^gii abstracts, translation 
serv^ ices, and accessions lists. 
4* developing of union catalogues of doaestle and 
foreign materials and tlie central cataloguing aeti-
vities are divided aaKmg several leading libraries, 
They also prepare printed cards for books and for 
articles in periodicals and newspapers, for^braries. 
5» Heading rooms in aa^or libraries are widely stratified 
according to subject fields or type of materifiOs as 
well as to tbe individual reader•s educational baok» 
ground, 
6, On all levels of general libraries, provisions are 
made for extensive services for cMMren and young 
people. In the lenin Library in Moscow, e,g., users 
of children's and yoang people's reading rooms repre-
sented 20 per cent of all spaders in 19561 
Some of tJae day->to-day techniques and machines 
devised by Soviet libraries in response to the challei^ e 
of housing, organizing and utilissing their collections are 
quite similar to those observed in the West* 
In recent years several visiting scholars and lib-
rarians, to the Soviet Union, have commented on the coope-
rative, courteous, and efficient service accorded them at 
major Soviet libraries, latie staffs with whom they dealt 
were capable and well-informed men and women of high 
professional calibre. 
Libraries in the USSB function to a large extent 
as institutions of ideological and technical training 
amcBig the population, stimulating their intellectual power 
amd technical skills to assist a rapid growth of the 
country's economic and military strezigth. The bibliography 
of "recoBKaended reading", which receives mass circulation, 
is defined as "one of the means of the party's ideological 
work. It is an important instrument of communist education*. 
1. Ibid. 
BIBlIOaaAFEX 
lu iihQ preparation of tla© followiiag ^ assified 
Aaaotated Bilsliographj the following measaree ar« tafeen:-
Xitgratare and Lilarary Satmca Abstraota iter 
the years1952-63 have beea consulted for literature 
hmit. Some articles from booka are also inoluded« 
2* Due to a very meag^ re nusiber of artioleB available in 
Bnglisii language on mj topic, about 33^ articles are 
ta&en firom the abstracts of artioles in Bibliotekar 
(librarieai in Hussian) from the liibrary I.iterature 
so ae to increase tixe number of articles in the 
Bibliograpbj* 
3* /muotation© iaave been given for niero as well as 
macro literature* ijanotatione are generally infor* 
mative md Intlicative, 
4» fhe Bibliogrs^ hy has been classified both by Colon 
ClaBsiflcatioa (6-^ Jdition reprinted 'with ajanend-
aants, 1963), Universal Beeimal Claseifieation 
Ord Abrid^d i?ngltBh roviood edition, 1961) and 
part 1 (Bngliah edition^  1943)* Ihe Bibliography is 
arranged by Colon numbers which provides a filiatory 
sequence to the topio* 
5* AS the subrject of the siirvey was very broad, therefore 
th^e was 30 jaecessity for the exp'az^ ion aad modifica-
tion of the t5<jhedtjles of classification. 
ilBRARISS MD J.IBBAfiY SBHVICES IB OHS USSfi 
A elasalflftA 
a4,l5S RUSSIA. BISLIOaJBATHX 
ija-felonal bibliography ia thd OSSB, Lib, f,53j p. 16-22, Jan., 
015(47) 
Aecorairtg to Soviet legislation oopios of all publications auist ta subisitted to a nation^ centre (All-Uaion Book Ciiajaber), fhis agdney ia rasponeible for national bibliograpiiy, and atteaapts to list all Kuasiaa publications, witli the exception of certain confidential or ephemeral material* A description ia . given in detail of ikiQ various national lists* 
a55p58,S59 Whitby, J. Eew directions ia aoviet planned bibliogre^ Jhy- Coll* Res. xibs, V»21t p*9-12?; Jm,, I960. 
01(047)(47)«1959" 
Beports of 1959 Moscow conference on bibliography 3how that the period 1959«^ 65 will see all-out efforts in Soviet bibliography* aecomends that "lechnical literature Hews® be restarted and that catalogue cards of foreign articles abstracted by the All-tJnion Institute of Scientific & Tecbaical Information be iseued. Strengthening of work on the bibliography of bibliCgraphies was urged. 
3* a66,158v*slt Kaicjhel, K* Russian current bibllogre* phiee, 1772-1917. Lib, P08-44, Jan., 1§5B. 
015(47)(091)«1772-1917-
A detailed account of the complicated history of Hussian carreat bibliographies at first the work of individuals between 1772-1836, then officially from 1837-1855 in connection with censorship etc, 
^ 2a B:CHEC!g(BX 
4. 2n58 All-Union State Library of foreign Literature. Complete list of the principal libraries in the tJSSa^ , trneseo Biai. Lib, p.91*^5, March, 1560. 
tz A • 
QtvBB thd names9 addL^ efisas aad ales of eolleotl^ aa 
of 51 of the priaeipal librariee in tiie 0SSK» 
^ Hxagcax 
av58 Ctobarisn, 0# About i&e deii'dopraeiat of 
Isoofi: holdingB in Soirlet 
Xibrarias. Bibliotekar* 
p.14-20, Oct., 1948. 
02(09t)(47) 
Gives in detail about holdings of Soviet libraries 
since 1914 to 1948* 
6. 2^58 aottlieb, SOflts fasts about libraries in tke USSa» Xib« i)o» 130s f Sujaar&ey 
1959, 
027(4t){09t) 
Sraoes a liistory of Soviet libraries* 
HoreoiQr, 
"General libraries*" ^ bis books Libraries biblio^aplnio canters ia tlie Soviet tJniou, p* 83*111. Fc-ivi^ rsi 1959*' 
02T(47)(091) 
Gives a detailed aocomit of Lenin Librazy, Ssltykov-Shdhedria Library and other mass libraries like ad'olts, children, rural and trade-union in tiie 
a* 2v58 au3Siau libraries* l.ib* 
027(47X 091) 
Gives a brief aocouat of Soviet libraries with special refereaoe to Laaia Stat© Xibrary* Aoadeay of Seiesces Lifcrsiy, Lenin State Library has 125 miles , of bookshelves, but L*C* has 250 miles of shelving, Lenin Library has 15 million books eto» and L*C» has 31 million iteois, " 
9. 2t58*i5 li^rassive power of Soviet libra* ries reported by U.S. delegates to Russia, Lib* 7,88s FebsiTTmr 
027(47) 
From Leaia to Khiireshohsv attentio:^  is i^ jives to 
39 
libmrie© la the USSE ijeeauso tHey coRstder them Tital lastrameats fos guldljig and oontrdlllng the Soviet p©opl0t With few exceptions tiie Xit>rarie0 are he&viiy used, la most libraries boifrowisig aad acoesfl to colleetions vary widely with the status of readers* Open aeceae is very rare* Xibraries open trm 8 t© It all days ©xeept $ 
national holidays* Kostly boofes are used within the lit»rary, soviet readers are ^ owed talte fewer beolssB home* Meat libraries offer leot«res, fereiga laagaage classes, concerts etc, 2h© power to earry oat a iiatioaal prograscse is highly impressive^  
30aV5Ss5t OBHSQESaiP 
lOt B© censsTEfliip ooiart battle in 
U3sa S Mss aon»t get that 
far. Mb^J, V.aSs 
551 •751802(47) 
9SSB muthurs eesd publishers are n&v^t JUivolved in censorship oomrt skirmishesf because questionable Hbs never get past the chief editor of a publishing house. One of the duties of these senior editors is to turn back works suspeoted of dealing with propaganda favouring war, pronography, or boo& that would harm in any way the healthy upbringing of man" 
20a«58,26t4 OOB^IQSg MM in aOas5a,2674 
l e ^ deposit oopy system aud the organs of ' ^ lOgraphlo registratioa. • his bool^ t liibraries and ^ bliogr^hio oenters in the soviet tJnion, p»6»14. Indiaiak latlversity, 1959* 
547*t88*2i02(47) 
Soviet eopyri^t deposit system and their registra-tion centres are discussed« 
12. 20a858t2674 Kuharkov, H. 
Copyri^t deposit and related service st tl:^  ill* IJMion book ohaaher of the Uhesoo Bia, iib* 
34t.7^*2«02(47) 
She Book Chajaher receives copies of all publications 
free of charge« Xt redistributes ^ s e to the most 
40 
laportsait lihra3?i@s of the souat-4?y, 0»© copy of each 
Is rstalaod md tiie book stook 1ft aow 18,5 miHioii, 
Regular lblt)3.iog3raphicaa lists mr6 issued on a H 
subjects. It issues printed oatalogod cards for all 
books fufelish^ S in the USSR and carries out 
graphioeil reference work for all %p9e of library, 
2 LIBR^IBS 
13. 2^58 2uCL©y, 15* 
Sibrariei^  in UBfiR^  
I<ib>ilpaeo« Rea. V.61t 
p.11lfi15. May, 1959. 
027(47) 
Shera is a need for syetematio acquialtioa and 
T&v&wing of mmt&risa on Soviet iibi»arlaaa i^ip* Srigg0sted[ roadlag covers txie followingj (1) gansral scoouats of 3OV0it library ©©rrices, (2) national librarian J (3) public libraries^ (4) bibliographical services, (5) publishing, (6) olassifleation Bad cataloguiag aad (7) profesBional edueatioa* 
14. 2.58 Vihltbj', T.J* 
Iiiliafaries aad bibliogra«> 
phioal projects in the 
ooBiauMst bloc, I,ib, Q^  
V»26i p»277'-294, Oot.» 1958. 
027iOt5(47) 
Outline the networks of libKiriesi (t) Mase (2) ioadesiy of Sciences (3) JUaistry of Hi^er- ^  Muoatioa (4) State. There is no foreign aaterittl other than that published by the State publishing houses. poj?eign literature Is of friendly-to-eo2niuniSEi-eo;mtriee is not listed in public eataloguaa. During the last fe« years there hc-s been a reeiar'kable dov?slopment in bibliographic orgaQi7.atio5i in the 0SSE: (1) preparation of the national bibliography (2) preparation of recoataended bibliographies and catalogue cards (3) compilation of union catalogues of the Eu6siaz>. book, of fnrei^a literature, and of subject areas. (4) Developinent since 1953 of abstracting services* 
15« 2»580m73 Gavrilov, H* & Bagrova, 1. So<^ iet of ^ erican • libr£tries» J. V.87J 
02t(47s73) 
Qives a comparision between ^ e libraries of America and the UaSE* 
41 
16* 2*58*151! Iiibrarj deT^ opasent In tho J^SSH, gong, 
fal« vTzOt ^60-6t, Jaa 
021*13(4.7) 
In July 1959 the Ceatral ooomlttd© of -fee Commist Barty of the SWlet Union adopted a decree •on ifa© situatioa aad measures for improvoiaent of litearlaa* Bjiip in the country"* Ammg the measureb ootemplated are Improved cooperation between litorariee, or^anlBa-tion of blbllogr^hioal work for Ihe use or prMess-ions, a proposiO. to the Ministries of Cultuee of tSie IJaion aad of the Republics and to all publisiaing houses to oentxaX oataloguing and olassifioa* 
tion of publications and aeasures for the trcuUiing of librarians. 
17, 2.58*H5 Benton, 
William Bmton reports on Russiaa ItIbraries» l>ib» j. V,811 p, 2650^2651, lovTTS, 1956* 
02T{4t) 
^he author gives his impressions about soviet libraries after a personal visit* 
18* 2,58*J15 Hoshensky, 0* 
Soviet librarie a. Mb* R* 
HO*91j p*i5t*i58, xmsmr 
1949. 
027(47) 
Huiaber of libraries in trsSR to be increased by 1,650 aad number of voltsaes by 8,125*000 in 1949* 2here is one library for every 2,197 inhabitants* 1/3 of colHeotion is held by State maintained libraries*" 50,000 rursl libraries have a stock of 40 million volumes* Mobile libraries serve 1,700 inhibited places* 
19* 2*58»n6 Sogers^ R*D* 
Xr«S* librarians touring Soviet libraries* Lib* Cong. Inf* Bui* V*20t P*333-335# June 12, 1961* 
027(47) 
Aioerioan Librarian Belegation visited libraries in USSR for 4 weeks at different places like Moscow, Leningrad, £iev, Tashkent, and Samarkand* They resolved •'Superficially, there appears to be an absence of "system* among mass (i*e« public) libraries within a city suoh as Moscow, each ward 
42 
liaa a q[tt6Si-l3aaependeiit library ra"8ier thm being a branch of a cltyvide Bystdm# Xlbrarles of a giv^ a typ0, however, mass, university, sc&ool, ete» are bouad together by a hierarchy of •methodologioal* ©mpervisioa, 'which extends froa Moscow to the rcxctsst haialet, This supervision la designed to achieve uniformity and adherence to centrally establi^d stac^ dard© or practloes in such fields as oatalogalag, acquisition, and dlBseminAtim of information about boo^s* Ab a eoneetuenoe» onoe one had visited several libraries of a given type, a predictable pattern would emerge, and ojae eoald aatloipate the orgaaixatioa of a library, it© lines of cojssunlca* tioa to higher and lower echelons, and its Biethod of operation*", 
20, 2.58,b Eoreoky, "'Ihe library profession*» In his boo&i libraries ^ d bibliographio oenters la the Soviet Onion, P.T2-82. I?idiaaa tJniver» 3lty, t959# 
02(47) 
Glvos an aocouat of Mbrary edueatton, role of librarians and library publications in the USSR, 




fheee librsri©& cojatais l-ooka in native lazieTaagss^  they cater to the tissds of individual readers* Headers in timdras and in other isolated areas listen to book review© Oh the radio, 
2.58r MPoaa 
Eeport on Eussian libraries* 
M b W * V,84. p»16tp 
a^iu 15, 1959. 
027(47)(047) 
A irery brltif report on Soviet libraries^ 
QR&MiaAflCSJ 
33* 2;2v58 Hox®cky, •library neta^ orJce and Golloctioris.'* m, hid books , jiibraries and biblio»5raphic centerfs in the Soviet Union, p,1i?-37* Indiana University, 1959. 
027?02n 15(47) 
m 
aivee a detailed acoouat of pattoms of library eye terns, dlevelopiaeat aad organization of library eolleetioas aad loaa serrloas la th© Soviet libraries» 
24* 2t2T58 Miolialeka, W, 
organisation of libraries in the Soviet Union* gygeglad Blblio* tecgny, iJttJJSSeo., I95t» 
02tf021*13(47) 
Surveys principal events and legielati^ ® mee^ures i^ick contributed to the developiaeat of Soviet libraries* Incluacs statistical data about tlio number of libraries and size of stecks* 
25* 2t2.50 Kavtaseva, laaalnent taskB of library developn«it In tne HS5SR* Blbliotejtor, Jan., t^48, 
027J021,15(470) 
£he writer speaks of topics whicb. should be iJI-aousSed b/ the projeetea ^l-Ruosian Conference of library Workers. A meaas to this end la the elaboration of typical catalogues an6 of principles of buildjxig up of boolt collections, 
JtXlascn^y organization in 
3i5v-lat Unio's, Pnesoo 
B^ xX. iiib, V.8t 
1954, 
027J021.13(47) 
Gives worlE of libraries which may be divided lyito six groups* At the end of 1953 there were 5^0,000 libraries with 1 .OOO^ 'voXusies^  of these 285^000 were rural librarioe. Mentions briefly State scliools fcr training qualified librarians: eourse lasts for 4 years aad opeolril training includes broadcasting and pedagogyi in 1949-^ there rere students* Sources of Informa-tion the Sox'iet encyolopedis. (1950)* 
27* 2 s 2 * O r s o n l z a t i o u problems of library developxaent * Bibxiotekai-, P«1-4t December, 1946, 
0275 021,13(47) 
Interagency library council will coordinate library activities, standardize library accounts 
44 
and discuss tlsa pTohX&m of training for Xibrarianslii]^ . 
m . a82*58*H5 «hitby, 
Soviot libraries today• 
4 M iul» V.53: p.485-489, 
]?Tent day organissation of Soviet libraries 
disoaesed. 
2s3 gCHCglOI 
29* iMiericaa 3kibrariaxi delegation to tiie Soviet ltib» O^m* InU Bttl* 7*20! |:53t-332t Sane 5, 1961 • 
027j021»t(47) 
Besoriptioa of Soviet libraries by m American delegatioia invited to see t^eir working of librae ries, 
30, tf3«58 Chatter3i, B.H* libraries. Indian 3uibn« p7128.131, Marefa, 1953# 
027t021»1(47) 
iibrariee are recognised as playing a vital role in tliie education of the masses* ThB librarian is a propagandist and an agitator* liibraries are the oonaeoting links between scientists and farmers. Agricultural clubs and study circles are organis^ ed to discuss reports azid exchange experiences and help farmers to become aelf»relient# 
3t# 2»3*58 Dreier, I, Win world with libraries, l>ib, J> V»86i p*202.203» 1961. 
02?$021.1{4t) 
Bussia is mking available to its people the aecttmulated experiences and ideas of the ages* liibraries are being built in Eussia at a fonatie Speed* In 1914 there were 13>876 libraries» in 1940 there were 94|400 with 184,767»000 volumes. After war the restoration started again* Hy 1957 there were 144f300 public libraries with 652,687t000 volumes* At preseat (1959) there are 394»000 libraries of all types with 1,500 million volumes — 734 books for every 100 inhabitants of USSR, 
32. 2!3.58 lediai, BJ^ansion of library 
45 
Ber9i06 in the tr3Sa« 
A M Bgl# 
May, I960. 
02ti02t ,13(47) 
She Central C^aaittee of tlje 0SSS Coimamiist Party iiae ordered the Iffiproveso^ at of literary work ixk order to tttm libraries into effective media for mass political propa^iada aad centres for diesemination ef soientlfio information* 2 to 3 years were given to find saitably equipped premises fo* libraries and merging of smaller libraries into larger units should be considered* 3ioeal party, trade tiaiens and govt* or fan illations were ordered to supply libraries mitla modem literature* Bew books publisiaed were to be made available to libraries, a eentralised system of cataloguing and classification was to be brougb.t into beingi bibliograplilcal indexes for periodical articles and tJie press were to be introduced. Stat© control of all libraries will be assigaed to the newly created Main library Inspect tion Office* 
33* 2i3»58 EorecfetP.L, 
jiibrary literatnret a general survey of some ^^ recent trezids and ezamplesiV Mb* J. • " HSrt?, 1962, 
021.2(47) 
fhe literature reflects the conspicuous role of Soviet libraries in the country's educational process, the active librarians aid in advancing technical training and stimulate the inteU.ectual powers of the poptilation* In 1959 241 monographs etc, on library affairs were published* She publications described represent important catego-ries of library literature, and also include impor-tant individual books and periodicals, 
34. 2j3»58 mitslna, USSE State library of foreign literature in Hoscow* Indian V.14t p.lfFTWri^. I960* 
02(473) 
fhis library of 2m3 million books and magazines provides reading matter in 83 languages* Its activities include we^ly exhibitions of new books Sad special esEhibitions to commemora-te anniverso* ries of important non-Bussian writers, e*g* Milton* foe etc*, are constantly being mounted* Publications 
46 
dtpartmeiit bibliographical inforsiatioii smi m m of regular a©o#ssionfi« Boofes ar# lent all over Euasia aod mm beyond its bordsra» Bxohaziga 
progrmme is carried out witli faisous laaiversities, Oolumbidy Harvard; aad wi-^ J}3Iii in and 
with senrioes eueh as Oh^aioal Abstracts* 
35. 2i3.56 Ettdomtno, H* H08d6ir*8 aeir library of foreign literature* SlbjJ* p, 712*714, 
1962. 
02(4'5) 
All»Uaion library of Foreigji Mteratore will move ia 1963 l^ to a new building. Ite preeent stoolc is islllion itdiaa in 98 foreigo languages, and 100,000 items are add#d aanually# fho library has 25,000 readers, and also lends ^ 0»000 items annmadllj to ovar 1,500 libraries in Soviet Union, fhe library carries out bibliographloal research, publlehes, advises other libraries on taethods of work with foraiga books» and aoqaainfes readers with the literature, life ^ d eultar^of foreign ooun-trie8« fhe new building is described in detail. It will include a repository for 4 million volnmes, tlte main stock to be arranged by format, the auxiliary stock (1% million of the most used books) in a classified order* Heading halls will be |fa a atib^ eet basis# with aooomodation for 800 persons* 
Soviet librarian, Itib* J. 
V.7T$ p*64*67. Peb, T, 1552. 
023.4(47) 
In addition to ordinary library duties, the soviet librarian is es^ eeted to beooiae a propagan-dist for the state* Be smst assert the Busslan classics above all others and give special attention to the literature of the Soviet regime* 
2*4 gOOBBRATIOa 
37. 2»4.5^k73 Backus, III* Heoent experiences wil^ soviet libraries and archives* Col» Res. Lib. T.20i P.469-W, Sov*, 1959. 
025.6(47173) 
Based on visits to the Soviet Union ia 1957-58 for promotion of exchanges between the library of University of Kbxibb& and Soviet libraries, ^enin 
m 
library, lioscow aad thB Academy of Sciencee library iealngrad, agreed on exchange rate ot 8 roubles toa^ 0 Soviet libraries^ ^ Sjeem interested in obtaining aew scientific ^ orks ia exebaage for old fiussian material. University of Kansas library iias arraiiged for inter-library lendiag on a Itoited soale wi^ the Aeademy of Sciencee library.Soviet librarians are also interested in the exeiiaage of personnel. 
38. 2:4^6*50 JFranklin, a*D» & Snyder, Cordial exchange with Xeningrad librarians. 
leSrW, 1962, 
025.6(4tit3) 
Discusses Inter^Mbrai^ loan problej^ s between 
Soviet and Asierici^mbraries• 
39. 2s4»6.58 Soviet erehange* Wilsoa* liib* Bul« V.fSs p.i8» Sept. t 
025.6(47t73) 
Inter-library loan between Soviet and American libraries is discussed* 
2?5 gBGHHICAIt SHBABSBISf 
40. Batnaanis, & Bogers, A.E* 
Soviet Glassifioatioa 
and cataloguing* Q. 
p»t72-186, ^ Hyt 
1958* 
025.3A4C47)(091) 
Ai3t aocoont of the developments since the end of World ^ ar Ii in claasificatianp descriptive cataloguing, filing, public and official, i«e» non-public catalogues* Shows particularly the influence on technique© of the all pervading social and political philosophy of mrxisM * iieninism, 
41. 2i55.58 Deifton, 
Cataloguing in Soviet Bussia* litb* Cong» Inf. Bui. t8, 
025.3(47) 
comprehen-sive system of measures to direct reading? ^Arrange* ments have to be made so that reading is not 
48 
di:eected by the Hhroxi^'onlyt the reader himself should he directed by tm eatalogueii and atist be enabled tc seleot the book which he needs," 
43. 2s55.58 Horeoky, 
"Catalogue0 and catale-gaing." his boeki libraries aaad bibliogra-phic centWB ia "^ e Soviet Ualon. p, IndSaaa trniv«ralty, 1959. 
025.3(47) 
Grives a detailed account of functions aad arrangement^ of catalogues, rulee of oataloguing, centralised cataloguing and union catalogues la the USSR. 
43. 2$55.58 Whitby, Eeview of an article in Russian on Eusslan cataloguing rules. Mb. Q. ¥»29t p.320-221, July, 1959. 
025.31 (47) (048^1) 
Husslan catalogua reviewed by the author* 
44. 2$558p.58 Eevielon of cataloging rules In the Soviet Union. One SCO Bui. Iiib. V.9: p.237-24o, NOV.-Dec., 1955. 
025.31(47) 
.Discusses the revision work of nsiles by toter* library cataloguing Ooiaja^siQn» regarding second edition of the StandardJpilee*, works by ooB®>ilers, corporate a^ ithors, use ^ added entries and descrip-tion of contents of books. 
45. 2t88.58 Bel^akeva, i.A. & Eosuliaa» 0»V. Book preservation in USSR libraries, gnesoo Bul. Xib. p.198-202, July, 1961. 
025.85(47) 
Satamines the rules in force in that library for the storage of books mad the hygenio measures taken to protect them from fungi. Some of 25 species of book pest discovered by the Scientific Eesearch laboratory*s Btotoaological Department are described. Preventive methods include regular cleaning airing 
49 
fiuad ittspeotloa of rooae sad close controX ai fetuaidity and teroteratar®* D.D.f* la tUe sofest insectielfis for litoraafy vtBBm , 
46* 2t9t»58 Beyeyly* B» 
Soviet toil)ll6grapiiical papojeets, Boo* 
I960, 
015(47) 
F^ia bibllograpMcal projects of tHe CSSE are diseussedl* 
47* 2t97.59 Cass, 
Soleatifio bibliography and information work In Hussia. Mb^W* Tr,54t p»207-209f June, 1933* 
002.6s02(47) 
A review at 3 articles on problems in tlie organisation of information services, first-article deals with the State Solentifie Iiibrary and its services^  the second Is on the atechani^ iatlon of information work and abstracting, the third discusses the general principles and problems of abstracting, 
48# 2j97,58»5 Eent, A, & Iber^, A»S» 
Soviet dociimentatlon* Boc, Y»10» p*t-t9f Jan,, 1959 > 
002.6i02(47) 
All-Union Institute of Scientific and JeoJanioal Information publishes 13 abstract journals and 36 Express Information Bulletins, enq?loying 15 to 20 thousand abstracters 1^0 are active researoh workers. More specialllsed translation and search services are provided by Institutes of the Acadei^ of Scl^oes* Research into machine methods is designed to produce a ©Ingle trauslation-researeh mac^lke and a common language for both purposes. Short passages of machine translation have been done, but no Integrated translation-search machine has yet appeared, 
49, 2t97#58»A Saskaro, G. Bibliography la the Soviet Union, gI3? B Poo, 7,20s p,3U33, March 51, 1953 
002,6s02(47) 
50 
Sdoumdntation eon-ferds weare set up in places i^ere Iaformatl{»i Centree were already HoturiShlng after tlie laok of trained staff was overoom© by Yolaatary workers. Th©»© persons gire wrltt^i aaswers to enquiries or give lectures. The important Centres, i»e. tliose attao&ed to the Bational libraries Academy of SeieaceSt ooiapile bi&liogrspliieo which ar© circulated to smaller centres, factoriest schools, mines# offices iM libraries• 
50. 2 i97 .5a ,d , I Basut Institute of Scientific infornation in the USSR. i m ^ s Xlb. Sc. 
002.6(47) 
Gives an aocoaat Of the Institute of Scfentific Information of the Academy of Sciences of Hoscov. ©escribes routeing of periodictds from the cccossion through the distribution, language, bibliography and translation sections to the technical section, and the working, the staff-^ s^'^ r^ucture, and the iftmctions of the departments of Ea^reDS Information, transla-tion, technical information to certain ministries. Eakes suggestions for tho improvement of the organi* ssation in the Insdoo for the work of tranalation and abstracting. 
51. 2t97(2).58 Haurin, Baissa. Survey of Soviet literature in library scieme. Washington, Catholic ISiiversity, 1954. 
002|02(47) 
Gives abstracts of articles which appeared in the '»Bibliotekar*» from 1948 to 1952. 
52. 2t97(A)v5S liepina, E.&. 
Scientific documentation in the Soviet Union. Am* Doc* 7.5i P.7t*'79f Sprir, 1954. 
002t5(47)(091) 
describes the develo^ sent of documentation after 1917 in detail. Gives the account of the part played by libraries in this regard. 2here is special mention of Institute of Scientific Informa-tion. One paragraph is deiioted to %echanio'al aids in documentation9 
$1 
53. E^yerly, B. 
Doctimentatiozi of Western science In tbe Soviet Union* Am, Poe* V*8i 
p.98-102 , Aps i i t 1957« 
002i$C4)(47) 
Suirvey of the present Raeaian eourees of aoceee to Western soieatific publioations, without neces** sitelly hearing to read tfeem in the original Western tongue, source® are grouped ae gener€^ . biljliogra* phiest indexes^  and abstracting jousaialB* 
54. a:9t ( ]§) .58 Maoheleon, S.G. 
Chemical dooumentatlon in 
the USSB. Am. Doo> y.9t p^ao-aa, aeSntes. 
002t$4(47) 
Soviet docuaeatation in cheiaistry is disouaaed, 
55. aj97(f)»58 Melik-ShaJdmazarov, A.s. Seohuioal infornsation in the USSfi} tr. by B«I. Gorokhoff* Cambridget 
0Oai6(47) 
Crivee a comprehensive review of the Soviet 
teohnioal inforiaaticsi ^ stem to appear in the USS£ 
in recent years. 
56. a:(X).58 Schreiber, B. Voa. ^tate book fbmd in the Soviet book ftmd, Seatralblatt ^ ^Biblio* 
P.t59-t61, Kay^jme, 1948. 
02i33(47) 
Sov ie t s t a t e book funfi vms created i n 1943 t o be 
of aes i e tanoe t o war^^dasiagod l i b r a r i e s . Books were 
c o l l e c t e d from i n d i v i d u ^ e ajjd l i b r a r i e s and 
purchases were m d e from various publishors* 
a|(A.5S) RUSSIM SGXBIIQB 
57. af{A,58).5 Stubbe, A.B. j^ isaemination of the kncarledge of Soviet scientific work in Western countries. Aslib Proo. V.9« P.333*'S40, 1957. 
02j5(47) 
52 
Seieatifio literature in Huesian is oecoad ijnportaaod only to that in English* la 1954 afeout 1/9 Of the total SOYiot soientifio litorature was taken in the JJ,Km Xess than % of diistiag porio-die ale are now received, Aalih or CSIE m^e translations or arrange for them at a eost, Unesco are helping by cooperating with the coag^ ilere of technical dictiona]d.es» The use of translation machines in the futnre is oonsidered* 
213 SAgOliAjQ 
213*58 Eedaile, Aruadale. ••Ilhe I,enin State I»ibraj:y»" Xn his hoo&t National Xfbraries of the world• p, 240-253 • Iiondon> liibrary Aesoeiation, 1957. 
027(472 I,«nin) 
Gives a detailed description of the library» 
59. 213.53 MiUer, J. lea in library. Mb. R. lo.13?t 26.^ 291 Spring, 
027(472 ienin) 
A brief aoaount from the reader*s point of view of the ienin liibrary in Moscow* Details are given of admission prooeedure, the provision of reading ^ooms (ut) to 2,200 sersona pan be aoGomodated at any one titte). the arrcmgement^ of catalogues ana the quasi'-pdlitio^  activities of certain sections of the staff* 
60• 213,58,d,M62v lenin State library of the USSR. Indian X»iba»_ 
ir.iis pTrmrwrtaroh, 
1957. 
027(472 I»enin)( 091) 
Gives an outline history of this library • founded • 1S62 as Humyantsev library. Began with 100,000 volumes. By 1917 » 1 million volumes -classification was poor, inadequate staff. In 1925 the library was given its present name. By i34l collection amounted to 10*6 million. A new building was started before war in Kalinin street and now houses 19 million books etc. and 2,5 million manuscripts. Library opens from 9 to 11 P.M. More 1800 readers can work at a time. Over 1.7 million people visit the library each year and number of books issued exceeds 9 million. Staff now numbers 2,000. 
53 
61, 213i4*50 goxeaaiMoVa^ S*A« Inteenational library loan 0«rTiee, of the USSB lealn state ^ library, Pnesco*, Bol 170-174, 
027(475 iealn)i0a5#6 
liarge scale international loans began to develop in tlie USSR from th.© end of 1955. IiOnin library begmx loaa service in l92Bs Sumber of requests is increasing rapidly. In IS 56-1871 voltuaes senti in 1957 - 305 voloaiefi sentf in 1958 » 3906 voluiaes »©atf in 1959 (first iialf year) - 2009 volizaes sent* Details of voltme® received on loaa by leain State library f^ om foreign libraries are as followsj 1956 - 1251 1957 - 330} 1958 • 571} 1959 (first half year) • 324* 
62r 2138 4#58,d,M62 Eanevsk43# B.P. International exchange of pmblicatione at the ienin Stat© Library* tJaeeoo Bait Lib* V«13t p7iB-52, 
027(472 |ieain)i025*6 
7he library has been cairrylng on an international exchange ©inoe its ©stabli^ment in 1862# At present books are ex<ihaaged with 1,800 libraries in 65 cotjntries. In 1957 it received 152,852 volxjmes from abroad and sent 188,692 Soviet books to foreign countries» fhis is one of the principle ways in which the library gets foreign literature in form of books and periodicals* 
63« 213|74t8.58 Putrell, Banned books in the L^nin library* iib* H, Ho#1311 p,184-l86,"SuluEi, 1959. 027(472 lenin) 8098.1 
Books by condemed political figures are still in the "special store^ * miaer the oare of a responsible persoaj they are probably included in son® auxiliary catalogue, but not in the main catalogue for staff use, let alone the public catalogue* Books by condeimned literary figures have been taken out of the "special store" and are oertainly fully repre-sented in the main catalogue, but only partially or not at all in t^ e public catalogue* 
64* 213(A)197*58 Cass, 
Abstracting and library 
work in the USSR* 
54 
nature ?*171t P»555-55t» Marbli"'28, 1953. 
02655t002»6(47) 
IJeeorllaes tue woric of the State Seleatlfic I(it»rary wMcsli gives special ©oasideratioa to enq[airies from studentst and also makes its sesrvioes airailable through 260 industrial oentres* Several Soviet abstract publioations are noted* Suggests that an abstract service should be established on a uniform plan^ based on a logical classification of the whole field of Imowledge* 
214 aE0XOIiAI. 
65. 214CD),58 Whitby» I.J* 
Eagpanding z^twork of engineering libraries in the Soviet Union. Spl. lib. P.53T-539,' Sec":;' wBo^ 
026t 62(47) 
fhe basis for the currently expanding system of engineering libraries is the recent division of the IFS3E into 12 economic redone and 104 adminis«> trative districts. It is expected that each of the administrative districts will establifiOi engineering libraries which will guide the work of smaller technical libraries in the district, fhe Russian aim appears to be a single network of coordinated ©agineering libraries throughout the Soviet Union. 
215 S£A2S 
66. 215v58 Kleven^ku* H. 
Hoseow State library of 
the USSfi. Bibliotekar. 
p.10-19# Jan., m'^* 
027*54(473(091) 
Describes the growth and development of the library in the course of the last 34 years. 
57. 215*58,d,M7s3 Bershaner, Treasure house of Usbek culture. Indian Xibn. .^14i p.l4T»142, i)ec., 1959. 
027.54( Alisher( 584,4) 
Biggest library in Uzbekistan is dedicated to Alisher Havoi, an Uzbek poet of long ago. Situated in Tashkent, it dates from 1870, but has developed most rapiOly in the years since 1917. Its stack totals 2 million amoiag which are many rare and even 
unique "baol^  and maauecrlpts* Althou^ it specialli* zes in Uzbek Xiterature it pays speoial attention to all writers of Eastern oountriesi India^ China and South Bast Aaia# 
68. 215(A) Vlaew, franefer of a ©oientifio library to Siberia, TJnesoo Bul^  Mb, 7A 4$ p.217^219^ Sepi., I960, 
02615(571) 
fflie need for a soientific library becsone acute when the Siberian Bepartjaent of the Academy of Sciences was organised in Hovosibirsk in 195?- for this reason the decision was taken to transfer the former State Scientific library to that city within the next few years and to erect a new building to house it. fhe libraries task will be to oonduet library and bibliographical work on behalf of scientific establisiments and industrial undertakings in Siberia and the Far Eastern region and on behalf of the institutes of the Acadesy's Siberian i>epart» aent. 
69* 2t5(A#56 Library of Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine SSR* Unesco Bui, I«ib> V.12i p»127-12S, May, 1958, 
026t5(477) 
2!hls library is largest in the fiepublic and one of the largest in'Soviet 43nion (12,5 million bookst paiBphlets etc.)* HeceiV$0"legal deposit copies of IJkraine SSfi and of soviet Union since 1917 and 1922 respectively. It acts ac an international book exchange centre with 740 scientific establishments in 53 countries* .In 1957 it held 9 lakh books in foreign languages* ISiMber of daily visitors is 1,300. 
70. 215(Aj2»58 Horozovz, 
Organization of a single system of scientific technical libraries in the USSB. I>ib> Aseoc. Hgc, V.64S p.4l5«41fe, aw., 1962, 
026S5+62(571+473) 
A description of the state libraries of science and technology established at Sovosibirsk and Moscow and the inclusion within these libraries of central scientific libraries in many speciallized fields. 
56 
71. at5(X).58»d»»t9 Medical libraries in tJie OSSB, gaeaoo Bui Itib* V«t2i 
026t61(47) 
Medical libraarieo serve as oontres for tha aeseaibly aad diseeainatioa of scientifio information. The State Central Library of Medioal Seienee (©stab-liehed 19t9) hae a collection of over a million, receiving a copy of all soviet medical pnblieationp, by legal deposit* It is a centre for medical information and bibliography and is responsible for medical libraries tiiroughout the Union, Special libraries with medical collection are listed, 
22 m m 
7SU 22d.58^H4 Vasilev, S. Iiibraries of TTkraiae SS Hare reinstalled* Bibliotekar* p.24»27, Dect, 154a. 
027(477)^3.4) •194" 
Gives a comparative table of the status of 
libraries in 1941 and in 1948. 
73. 22v58 Abramov, K* About public libraries. Bibliotekar* p,39«.44t 
027» 4(47) (091) 
Bemoeratic leaders in 19 th centtiry Bussia demanded free access to books and condemned the conception of libraries as storeroom* Under the ia^ act of critical articles, the director of Public Xiibrary in Leningrad doubled the ntimber of reference works ^ d built up the collection of Slavic literatures. 
74. 22v58 Shilova, K* 120 years of the Holotov Oorkii State ttiiblio Library. Bibliotekar, p»39*41, Feb*, 
" m r . 
027.54 Molotov( 47( 091) 
Grives 120 years of history since 1831* 
75. 22.58 firth, Mrs* J. County Library system in the 
USSE, Lib. Assoc. Bee. 




- Widdly-soatterod pepulatlon of USSB is eejfved posted loan, (2) book bo3ce%(3) book oairiers m S (4) vfthioula* libraries. P ostal loans may be keyt for 50 days* All servioes are free* 
22#58fd,Hl4 Kent, c*I)t Leningrad state library institute. Xib> 34 V*84i T5, 1959. 
02t.54 Saltykov (472) 
A short de8cripti02i of saltykov-siioiiedriii State 
Public library at Jieningrad* 
7?. 22.58,d,Ml4tS'H5 Baraseakov, V. 
Saltar^ ov«Scedrin state public library, Leningrad* Unesoo Bul» lib, ?,11t 
P«32-35, iPeb»«.Mareh, 1957. 
027U Saltykw (472) 
Opened in 1814 it is fiussia*s second largest scientific library and bibliographical centre.^  It is a copyri^t library with a stock of 12 miirion books etc* and rare items* Since i95B it has cooperated in the international inter-library loan system* Its object is to serve all types of readers. In 1955 it was visited daily by an average of 4,200 people, 
78. 22.58,d,Ml4«5S Bsdaile, Arundale. '^e Saltykov-Shchedrin Library*» |a his bookt national libraries of the world* p.253-266« Iinndon, Iiibra:^  Association, 1957* 
027.54 Saltykov (472) 
Gives a detailed description of the library* 
79* 22t2.58 Beliakov, V. Libraries in TadaSiikistaji* Bibliotekar* p*27-28, a^n* , l94ii* 
021(584*5) 
Description of libraries and library services in 
the ladahik republic* 
80* 22|2*58 Blwalev, I. 
Organisation of package libraries* Bibliotekar* Bo* 11t p*32-3bt Uov*; 
021*6(476) 
58 
Outlines the organizational worlc of package libraries in Beorussion SSB 
81, 22sa*58 Sharaa, 
Public library syotem of 
H#raia 3fcib» So« 
02?, 4(47) 
Mfinee public libraries in the words of Lenin and others. States the objectives and role of public libraries knomx as mass libraries* Classifies mass libraries into several categories like mass libxaries for adults, mass librax||e8 for children, Hural libraries. Collective farm libraries, Trade Union libraries, Bescribes the working of the library system and the role of a librarian* 
82, 22t97.48 Kremeneokaia, & D,i* sew methods for presenting bibliographical informa-tion in the USSE* Pnesco Bui, iib* V»15t p;28*30, ifan#, 1961, 
002.6i02(57) 
for some years the State Public Scientific and SCechaioal I^ ibrary of the Siberian Departa©nt of the USSE Academy of Sciences has been using a method of selective abstracting and annotation covering 3,000 titles* but 2 other methods have recently been tried with some success* One is the distribution of negative microfilms of originals to the appropriate subscribers* Ihe other, however, lends itself more readily to large-scale use* 
221 DXSfBXCg 
83, 22tv58 Gebhardt, P*W. 3^ 1braries in Hussian villages* Borsenblatt* p.258-259» 5une, 
027*52(4t){09t) 
Outlines the growth of the rural libraries in Bussia* Mentions some rural librarians who have done outstanding work la this field, 
84* 221*58 1* 
Btiral library* Bibliotktor, 
1^ *39-40, July, 1948* 
027*52(47) 
59 
Beaorlption of a rural library in Miaak departmextt* 
22t*58'li5t4 Atoraaoir, I. and Markov, In the libraries of oa» district• Bibliotekar* p.17-21, fiov;, 
027,52(473) (047) 
Bdtalldd report on, rural libraries in the ]Ddnia district of Moscow regiont discli»sing achievements as well as short-comings. e»g* insufficient stress on group activities and lack of guidance for cultural and educational work* 
86. 22152*58 ^arubina, H. and Vaieaan, X« 
Organieation of work in rural libraries* Blbliotekar» Ho» 3| Harch, 
027.52(473) 
Gives in details the working of rural libraries in Moscow province. 
87. 221t55.58 Ogurtsov, S, 
Setting up a catalogue in a rural library* Bibliotekar. H0» 1j p.2^*28, Jan., 1952. 
027.52t025.3(47) 
Gives a detailed description of proceedures followed in the establishment of a subject card catalogs and an alyphabetical catalogue for the use of readers and the staff respectively in a rural library* 
88. 221t7»58 Eheifets, 2. 
fiecoaaseading books to readers in rural libra-ries, Bibliotekar, Ho.4t p.32-3t; April, 1§52. 
027.52«028(47) 
Suggests about the first chat during the regis-tration and further contacts between librarian and the readers. 
89. 22t«7.58 Hakarov. S. Hethodological assistance to district and rural libraries. Bibliotekar. p.19-21, Aug., 1552. 
027»52i028.8(47) 
Offices of library methodolo^ have been organiz-ed in many republics in the USBl. She article 
60 
dlaemsses problems and re&ponslbiXities of euoh. 
offices. 
90, 221J 7,58 Useful aid for rural and 
eolleotive-farm libraries. 
BiblioteKar^ lo#7t p#39^40, 
oat . 52t 028(47) 
Oesorlbes "Catalogrue of reoomaended booltee for rural aad collective*farm libraries® as a tool for book selection ia rural libraries^ 
23 AGAJ3MICAL 
91. 23v58 Horeolcy, P.l. •libraries at educational establisiments.'' Xa his bool^ s libraries ao? bibliographio oeaters ia the Soviet t&iion. p»125-132# Indiana xjaivor-sity, 1959. 
027.7/. 8(47) 
Gives a brief accoimt of so^ol» college aad university, libraries in taae 
92. 232.58 Iv€m0va» Study libraries ia academic 
schools. Bibliotekar* 
p. 36-37, Kov., 
027.7(47) 
3aie author opposes the separation of study collections froa general holdings. It would raise problems of separate catalogues. 
93. 234.58 Abraaov, 




In I9th century's 4th and 5th decade, students were not allowed to use the general resources of university libraries, books were given "to direct their moral principles and their we^ of thinking for the walfare of the fatherland*. 
94. 234*58,d,M Splrina, B.V. 
Hoscow university library. 
TJaesco Bui lilbs. V»t2i 
p. 77-79, Ai>ril, 1958» 
fhe oldest university library In Hussia and until 
61 
1863 tlie only public library in Hosoow* Cdntaine ovor 5 million volumes. It is particularly strong in th© history of natural soieao©e» has over 60 privat© collections. About million roubles are alloeated annually for acquisitions* sino© 1950 it receives a second (legal deposit) oopy of scientific worlcss 300,000 publications are added yearly aad about 2010 foreign journals* Its primary task is to provide library and bibliographical services for academic and research work* 
95* 236,58 Halia, M.B. Soviet researclx libraries* l.ib* J* V,82j p*2892, Hov* 15, 1957* 
027*7(47) 
Divides research libraries of Russia into 3 types p ) Public or national, (2) Academy of science, and (3) University libraries. Gives in brief about each type* Also deals with exchange relations between Hussia and th© Western libraries* 
96. 236.58 O'Brien, C*B. 
Hussian libraries — IQie door swings open* Coll» Hes* Xib. V.18i p*517*221, May» 1957. 
027#7(47) 
Visiting scholarly libraries of Hussia in 1956, the author was impressed ^y the sise of collections and careful cataloguing. The staff h i ^ y skilled, were cordial and very helpful. Such libraries ar© mainly used by scholars mid after initial difficult ties of gaining admission, the materials are readily wB&e available, together with microfilm copies and typed bibliographies forwarded to the author in California* 
24 BgSIH£3S 
97. 24v$8 Horec^, I.I.. 
"Science and technical libraries.* In his booki liibraries and'^ibliographio centers in the Soviet Union. p.112-124. Indiana Univer-sity, 1959. 
026(47) 
Gives an account of state science library, central polytechnioal library, taotory libraries and medical libraries of the USSfi* 
62 
t 
98» 24* 58 !l3ioapsoaf A# 
Heport ©a speoial library work in thQ USSa* Aallb> :eroc# V.ias 
y5me7 t960» 
026(47) 
Tliard are aboat 300 publishing liouses run by official institutions. The link between tjatee and libraries is Book Chamber* This registers the books and organizes the distribution of free depository copies, (40 in number)* It repvoduces printed catalogue cards for books, etc. libraries are d^ svided into Mass llbraries» educational institutes libraries and special libraries* special libraries are organised into networks of subject groups* Jhere are also individual special libraries e^ g* the j?atent Iilbrary* 
99. a4(A)p5S,K59 USSS conferences of workers in central soientific-technioal libraries* gnesco Bul» Iilb* V»14j p.ST-^ JSf Jan*, igbo. 
026f5+6(47) 
A iBSeting of 350 workers was held in Hoacow in July 1959* The seminar discussed s^ mlnistratlil^  questions* The subjects treated la lectures"given at the seminar were as follows^  building up and listing library stocks| cataloguing technical litera«> ture, classification and compilation of catalogues and card indexes, foxms and methods of providing services for readers and the dissemination of literature about the latest progress of science and engineering; reference, blbliographioal and informtion work} orga-niaation probleias and the administration of technical libraries; organising and planning library and biblio-graphical services} coordination of bibliographical work; and inter-library cooperation* 
100 * 24(A)•58td aorec^, P.i* *»The library networks of the USSR Aoadeiay of Sciences and of the Hepublio Acade-mies of Sciences*" In his books libraries and'^ibllo-graphic centers in the Soviet Union* p*133-141* Indiana tfeiversity, 1959. 
026j5(47) 
libraries of the Aoadeoy of Sciences are discussed 
in detail* 
S3 
KOI. 24(A) t97»58td,V Baagaaathaa, S.B. Yinltii All^Wxion matitute for scientific aad technical infoaemation, Axmals Lib«„So» p,53*64,inEeriWr 
002^6C47)riniti 
Bescribe© the 5 Mnde of publications of Viniti-Abstracting periodicals ia 13 series. Express Infor-mation in 49 seriest ecossional retrospective bib* liography, occasioni^ advances in science series and bilingual technical dictionaries^ ^escribes the orgaaiaatioa of the work and work flow in Vinitio Gives some reflections on the requirements in the pmblication work and in the organisation of Insdoc* 
102. 24(I')»58 Genken, !• Our factory library* 
G I R U I ^ T ^ T E T P*37*38, Feb*, 1952* 
026t6(47) 
Describes a technical library in a plant which employs a large nimber of engineers and technicians. Discusses the use made of this library by workers of the plant• 
103. 24(F) 57.58 Strievskaia, S. 




%lates that how the technical library of a textile factory attempts to interest workers in its services. 
104. 24(F191).58 Giay, A.G, Sources of metallurgical literature in the Soviet Union. Spl. Lib. V.51$ p• 532-53^' i)eo; ,"1960. 
026:669(47) 
Gives brief notes on the various libraries with metallurgical interests# then citl^ typical Ruesian publications! handbooks, bibliographies, six speoia-N-lised indexing services 2 general ones, lists of standards and patents. Details of translation and abstracts services which provide Soviet specialists with information published outside Hassia are also given. 
105 * 24(j)p58,li59 TJBSR conference of agricultural 
librarians, 1959* Pnesco 




123 representatives of 72 scleatifia agriouXturai. ©stabliBhments and edtiestlonal iastltat||p0 all over Huasla attended this eonfereaoe* J^robl^s disoassed were coordination in building up of library stoclt, including exchange collootions, information, reference and bibliographical services of scientific libraries, 
106, 24{ri2A),58 Horecky, Ptl, ^^  
"libraries for the hmnani^ ties» social soienoes, an^ socio«-politioal literature. • jpg his books Libraries and bibliographio centers in the Soviet Unicai* p«142-149, Indiana Univer-sity, 
026s009(47) 
Gives a brief account of state public historical library, education!and art libraries, All<-.Dhion state library of foreign literature and libraries of the CojEomunist party of the USSH* 
261 GEim 
107» 261.58 Alksenis, G. 
Soviet Hussian children's 
libraries• I.ib» Q, V»32s 
p,287-501, Oot.i 1962* 
027»6I362.7(47) 
Children* s libraries are in the main adult libraries, providing for (1) pre-sohool age, (2) first to 8th grade, (3) to 16 years of age, not attending school, (4) teachers, school librarians, pioneer leaders and parentsj and are devoted to specifio goals according to the current Eussian philosophy of education. The methods are considered in detail, including individual guidance, group work and use of catalogue, which represents a selection only for coiomunist education* Bxtreae caution is used in providing open access. 




Children's library in Ishi», compiles reading lists and records for individual readers. Children's keep diaries to record K&at they read. Exhibits on commuiiist subjects are arranged^  
65 
26t«58,d,P MakaroT, M. , . , , Pusiakin maniclpal children's 
library in Kalinin. Biblio« 
•feekar* p.39-41» Aug., 1948« 
027. 6j 362.7(47) 
The library was entirely destroyed by Sermaas ia 1941» but it is now functioning with 13,000 volumos— 3iOOO users, Mbafariaaa organize exhibits, make posters, and reed aloud to children* 
110, 261:7 .58 Medvedeva, library service to Kuss.iaa children* Lib* J> ^,861 
p,3022.3023'; Sept; 15, 
1961* 
027* 6*. 362*71028(47) 
It is a sober oritioue written, to explain the reasons for a Comffiunist Party decision in this case being a decree by the Ministry of Education demand-ing fundamental improvement in the guidance of children's reading and the active participation of librarians in the communist education of the youuger generation* 
111, 261s7.58 Perlina, S* 
Developajent of Soviet pairiotisra in young readers, Bibliotekar* 
P*19-25, Hov*, i§'P* " 
027*6j362*7J02S.5(473) 
fhe Central Childrens Iiibrary in Moscow is using aany mean© to develops patriotism in its young readers. It has files, bulletins, posters, and exhibits which familiariEe children with the life and work of lisnin and Stalin* 
112 , . "S61j43?58, I,y»b»acnra» s* 
200 million books for Soviet 
ehildraa* Indian l«ibn* 
Y#15, p*68-70, Sei?t;;'"T960* 
027.6$362.7(47) 
A survey of contemporary Ji^ ipLile literature la Russia with emphasis on very toBH or forthcoming titles in groups such ast books for the very young, bio^aphical novels, the current-Sevea-Xear-plani history, literature, t^e arts, t^e sciences and technologies, recreations, life in other lands, 
268 HLISB 
66 
1 1 2 6 8 v 5 8 Sevriugtna, S» library eervlo© for th« bXlnd* Bibllotekar* So.8s p.43-44, ittg., 1952. 
0a7*6i36a*4(477)(091) 
Hlstorieal description of librarjr. for tho blind at 
£idv, os^ital of Ulcraiae* 
297 m n ^ 
114. 2 9 ^ 8 O0ip0V, 
Private libraries of soviet 
0iti8«ais« BiblioteJtar* 
Ho*12t Bee.; 1952. 
027.1(47)(091) 
private o^er&hip of libraz^ collections was fjpomed upon Ijnmediately after the revolation, as the article mentions that special permits were issued to those who needed books for professional nse, i.e. to j?rofessors, artistst physicians etc. 
BA,22 B j ^ M i 
115. HAt22.58 " Horecky, P.l. "library buildings and eouipment. * M ^^^ bookt libraries and Bibliographic centers in the Soviet Union. p*62-71. Indiana Itoiversity» 1959. 
022(47) 
Soviet problems regarding buildings and eq:uipm^t 
of libraries are discussed. 
®0b2 SDPCAglOS 
116. I0b2v58'H5 Ahlstedt, V. library edocation in the Soviet Union. Coll. Res, lib. V.l9t p, 467-470, WSvT, 1958. 
37»02(47)(091) 
Iraces an up-»to*date history of training of library staff in the USSa, 
117. 20b2.58 fiudomino, M. library training in the 
USSR, libri. V.12i H0.1i 
p.1-7, W55r 
37t02(47) 
for the 134,000 librarians in the public libra-ries of USSR fall«>time training is available at 
74 
lastlttit#s md miv0rslti«s in various eiti«B, Courses cover 4% yoaafs, iacliidiag praetioal wosrk, and the earrlculum laoludos subjects of general education» vith eiaiihasis on science* t^ich occupies 
of tlie study-time. Evening olass®a are available for practising but unqualified librarians* All students oan receive financial heX^ end free tiffls for study* 
118. f40b2#58 Blopypnysv, H* Hl.#sr libra?^ educational in the nssfi, Ub. J. V.87t 
p.707^711, Peb., 15, 1962. 
3t0iO2{47O) 
Iiibrary Institutes at Mosoov, lieniogradi Eharkoir; and Ulan-Ude train highly qualified librarians and bibliographers, ®ie curriculum provides for educa-tion in humanities and sciences, and foreign langua-ges are also stressed« Special and optional courses snable students to develop individual interests. Course lasts year for day, for evening and corres-pondanoe It lasts 5 year^ « At the end of the course students take state examinations* practical work is an integral part of the courses. In 3rd eeid 4th years students must oospile a bibliographical index azid write a research paper on library science. 
119» f40b2.58.s4,Kv Firsov, G.G. Erupskaya state library institute (school of librarianship) • l>ib» Assoc« Bee. V»64t p.411-414t Hov.t IfSSfT 
373tOa( 472)KrB^8kaya 
An account of tfee work of Leningrad library Institute, the leading one of its kind which has trained over 5*000 librarians during the last 10 years general information on the institute is followed by discussion of its teaching, educational and research work. 
120. 540b2.58f#4sK Skrypney, B. Krupskaja state library institute, Leningrad. Unesco Bui. Lib. V.13t p784-8fe, April, 1959* 
378i02( 472)Kruf skaja 
The Institute is one of 3 of university rank in the USSEt At present there are 2 facultiess lib-rarianship, and education and culture. 4000 students passed in the past 10 years, 600 in 1958. All its 
75 
graduates are glvim o^bs In librarlae of USSR, Mu<ai 
being given to practical work ard to aolentific research wrk which is reviewed in some Setail. 
